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This presentation was given as a guest lecture in the Copyright Practicum course. It demonstrates 
how to locate copyright records and interpret search results using the U.S. Copyright Office’s Public 
Catalog. It includes a number of examples and practical hands-on activities. 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

  



Researching Copyright Records Script 
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1 
Hello! First of all, thank you to Professor _____ for inviting me in to speak with you today. I am a 
research librarian, so talking to people about research is actually what I love to do. I’m here to 
talk to you specifically about how to research copyright records on the Copyright Office’s 
website. 
 
2 
From the copyright.gov, you can access the records database via the “Search Copyright 
Records” link under the “Resources” heading. As it notes, this database covers records from 
1978 through present.  
 
3 
As you can tell, this is a very old fashioned database, and it could certainly use some 
modernizing. But it’s what we have! The default page is the Basic Search page, which allows 
you to search for one variable - title, name, registration number, etc. As we’ll see, it can be 
really tricky to navigate through results, so I like to search by more than one variable when 
possible, so I usually go straight to the “Other Search Options” page. 
 
4 
From here, you can search by two variables, decide how you want the database to search for 
those words (together as a phrase, all of the terms, or any of the terms), and you can link your 
two variables with a Boolean connector - AND, OR, or NOT.  
 
I usually like to search by the title of the work AND the author/creator/copyright holder’s name, if 
I know it. I usually search for the title as a phrase. Based on experience, searching by “all of 
these” produces lower quality results. And I’ll search by the author’s last name only. And 
because it’s only one word, it doesn’t really matter whether you select all of these, any of these, 
or as a phrase. I learned the hard way that searching by author’s full name can be hit or miss. 
Sometimes middle names are included, and overall it just gets kind of messy. 
 
5 
So, when we run our search, we’ll get a page of results that looks like this. This is really messy, 
right? At first glance, we can’t tell what the record is for the actual book, Slaughterhouse Five. 
We can start to interpret our results by looking at the prefixes on the copyright numbers.  
 
6 
The format of copyright numbers (just like a lot of other things in copyright law) changed in 
1978. After 1978, the prefixes at the beginning of copyright record numbers mean the following. 

• TX for literary works like books 
• VA for visual arts 
• PA for performing arts 
• SR for sound recordings 

Those are the basic ones, but if you are looking for materials copyrighted before 1978 (like 
Slaughterhouse Five), you’re only going to find it in the database if it has been renewed after 
1978. So, those will appear with a RE prefix, indicating a renewal. 



 
You may see some other things, too. PRE means it’s a pre-registration, or that the work doesn’t 
exist yet, but it will. V and D indicate “recorded documents.” The Copyright Office records 
various copyright transactions like assignments. If you see a V or a D, it often means that the 
rights have been assigned to someone else. A U at the end of the prefix indicates an 
unpublished work. So, VAU means an unpublished work of visual arts. 
 
7 
So, let’s take a step back and see if we can decipher the results we got when we searched for 
Slaughterhouse Five. Which record would we select if we wanted to view the record for the 
original novel, published in 1969? 
 
Since it is pre-1978, we know it will only be in the database if it is a renewal registration, so we 
want to look for RE. When you see a renewal in your results, you will still see the date of the 
original filing. Here, we see two renewals in our results, dated 1968 and 1969. So, the one 
dated 1969 will be the renewal registration for the original novel. 
 
8 
What if we were looking for a play based on the novel? Well, we know that the prefix PA is used 
for works in the performing arts, so we would probably want to look for that prefix. Here, we only 
see one record beginning with PA, and that’s what we’re looking for. 
 
9 
What if we were looking for a Spark Notes-style study aid for the novel? We know that the prefix 
TX is used for non-dramatic literary works - AKA books. So, we’d want to review the records 
beginning with TX, and the first result is actually what we’re looking for. 
 
10 
Finally, what if we wanted to determine who owns the film rights? Now, we’re not looking for the 
copyright to a film version of the novel. We’re just interested in who has the rights to make a film 
out of the novel. Recall that prefixes V and D are used for “recorded documents,” including the 
assignment of rights. So, if we wanted to determine who Vonnegut assigned various rights to, 
we would look at records starting with those letters. We see a few records starting with V, but 
this first one shows that the film rights for Slaughterhouse Five and three other titles were 
assigned to Universal Pictures. 
 
11 
I like to sort my results by date. Remember that pre-1978 records will only be in the database if 
they’ve been renewed, but the database still includes the original record date. So, sorting by 
date allows you to view all the renewals first. 
 
12 
So, that’s how to interpret and sort your list of results. Now, we need to learn another set of 
prefixes to interpret the records themselves. As I mentioned, registration prefixes changed in 
1978, so whenever you view a post-1978 record, you’re viewing the new prefixes. But if you 
view a renewal record, you’ll be seeing the pre-1978 prefixes. We’re going to take a look at 
those now. 
 
There were a lot more prefixes pre-1978, and they mirrored the categories of copyrightable 
material listed in the copyright statute. They are as follows: 



 
A for books 
B for periodicals 
C for lectures, sermons, and addresses 
D for dramatic and dramatico-musical works 
E for musical works 
F for maps 
G for works of art, models, or designs 
H for reproductions of works of art, models, or designs 
 
13 
I for drawings or plastic works of a scientific or technical character 
J for photographs 
K for prints and pictorial illustrations 
L for motion picture photoplays 
M for motion pictures, non-photoplays 
P for published (e.g., LP = published film) 
R for renewals 
U for unpublished (e.g., EU = unpublished music) 
 
14 
Letters also get assigned to tell you who the copyright claimant is. That is, who is claiming that 
they own the copyright? It will sometimes be the author themselves, but not always. The letters 
are as follows: 
 
A for the author 
C for a child or children of the author 
E for the executor/executrix of the author’s estate 
NK for the next of kin of the author 
PWH for a proprietor of a work for hire. That is, if the author created the copyrighted work as 
part of their job, the employer may own the copyright as a “proprietor of work for hire.” 
W/Wr for the widow/widower of the author 
 
15 
Let’s take a closer look at some copyright records to see what information we can glean from 
them. Here we have a record for the novel Slaughterhouse Five. We can tell from the RE that it 
is a renewal registration, from the A prefix that it is a book, and from the A in the claimant field 
that the author himself is the one claiming the copyright. 
 
16 
Next, we have a record for the film Cool Hand Luke. Again, the RE tells us it is a renewal 
registration. The L in the prefix tells us it’s a film, and the P in the prefix tells us it’s published. 
And the PWH in the claimant field tells us that the companies claiming the copyright were 
proprietors of a work for hire. 
 
17 
One more example. This is a record for the musical composition of Giant Steps, by John 
Coltrane. One quick note about music - copyrights for music can be tricky, because you have 
the composition (the actual notes and/or lyrics), and the recording each having separate 
copyrights, which may be owned by different parties.  



 
Here, the E tells us it’s a musical composition, and the U tells us it is unpublished, or at least 
was at the time of the filing. In the claimant field, we see multiple claimants, with the letters W 
and C assigned. This tells us that John Coltrane’s widow and children were co-claimants on this 
copyright. 
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Search by title (as a phrase) AND name (if 
you know it)



What do these numbers mean?



Registration Prefixes: Post-1978
TX = non-dramatic literary works (i.e., books and the like)
VA = works in the visual arts
PA = works in the performing arts
SR = sound recordings
RE = renewals
PRE = pre-registrations
V or D = “recorded documents” (e.g., assignments of copyrights)
U = unpublished (e.g., VAU = unpublished work of visual arts)



Which would you select 
if you were looking for…
The original novel, first published in 
1969?



Which would you select 
if you were looking for…
A play based on the novel?



Which would you select 
if you were looking for…
A Spark-Notes-style study aid?



Which would you select 
if you were looking for…
Who holds the film rights?



Sorting through records
Database goes back to 1978, so pre-1978 works will only be 
in it if they’ve been renewed post-1978. Sort results by 
“Date (ascending)” to bring renewals up first.



Registration Prefixes: Pre-1978
A = books
B = periodicals
C = lectures, sermons, and addresses
D = dramatic and dramatico-musical works
E = musical works
F = maps
G = works of art, models, or designs
H = reproductions of works of art, models, or designs



Registration Prefixes: Pre-1978, cont’d
I = drawings or plastic works of a scientific or technical character
J = photographs
K = prints and pictorial illustrations
L = motion picture photoplays
M = motion pictures, non-photoplays
P = published (e.g., LP = published film)
R = renewals
U = unpublished (e.g., EU = unpublished music)



Claimant Abbreviations
A = author
C = child of author
E = executor/executrix
NK = next of kin of author
PWH = proprietor of a work for hire
W/Wr = widow/widower



Interpreting Copyright Records

RE = renewal A = book

A = author



Interpreting Copyright Records
RE = renewal LP = published film

PWH = proprietor 
of work for hire



Interpreting Copyright Records
RE = renewal EU = unpublished musical composition

W = widow

C = children
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